
I

The sands shattered in a blossom of flame. Liquid fire belched from the ruptured oil line, spilling

upward into the air to rain down on the desert beyond, boiling the surface into specks of dirty brown

glass. John turned just in time to see the main facility explode, the oil line acting like a gigantic

fuse, carrying the fire deep into the heart of the refinery. He had just a second to throw his arms up

against the searing heat before being thrown back, an invisible wall of hot air lifting him off the

ground, setting him violently to rest on a dune some ten yards back.

  For a second his world went grey, the heat suffocating him, filling his lungs with fiery splinters.

Through the dizziness John could make out nothing more than the swirling blanket of dark clouds

above the desert – thick and black, products of the fuels man had burnt over the years. And it was

among this blackness he thought he saw a star, sparkling yellow and red... and getting bigger by the

second.

  The light flared into incandescence, and he realised, with mounting terror, that it wasn't a merrily

twinkling star. Rather a scorching ball of liquid death, courtesy of the late fuel line.

John snapped out of his daze and rolled frantically to the right, throwing up a flurry of sand,

blinding him as the grains collected on the whites of his eyes, grinding themselves further in with

each blink. He opened his mouth to cry out, but only managed a dry cough before more sand rushed

into his throat.

  Before the man could offer further protest the stream of flaming oil hit the spot where he had been

lying mere seconds before. To John – now blind, with his panic threatening to overwhelm him – all

he sensed was a sudden jolt in the surface beneath him, accompanied by whooshing-thud, and a

sound that reminded him of a small flag snapping back and forth in a violent gale. Too late did he

recognise this for what it was – the shower of smaller, but no less deadly droplets of oil splashing

out in all directions. There was a brief moment of anticipation, then something hit his right arm,

boiling into a mass of pain seconds later. This time he did manage a scream, at first clawing at his

burning shirt, only to recoil back as the agonising fire coated his fingertips. John's panic got the

better of him, thrashing around in the sand, blind and oblivious to the multitude of smaller fires

breaking out all around him as the oil continued to fall, he began to tear at his clothes, the fear

blocking out even his pain as he strove madly to separate one half of his work shirt from the other.

In the end something gave, the buttons popped away, and the screaming, writhing being somehow

thrashed his way clear of the burning garment.

  He lay in the warm sand, gingerly cradling his injured arm. Nothing but the sound of sputtering

flames in his ears, punctuated occasionally by something exploding in the ruined refinery. John

coughed, bringing up a little more of the sand in a loosely clinging ball of phlegm and grit. How

long it was before he passed out from the pain in his arm he never knew. But by some miracle he

would survive the flames that blackened the desert that night. Through sheer frenzied luck, John

Sterling had survived.

It felt like his eyes had been meticulously ground down with sandpaper for the last few hours.

Ironically, that wasn't far from the truth. The first thing John noticed when he came to was the

stinging from last night's encounter with the sand (if indeed it had been last night - he couldn't even

guess at how much time had passed since the explosion). His reflex action was to reach up with

both hands to rub away the crust of sand that covered his eyes. This turned out to be a bad idea.

Pain stabbed through his elbow as the charred skin cracked with the movement, separating with a

sickly tearing sound. It was then that the true enormity of the situation struck John. He remembered

the fire (and even linked this to the distant crackling sound he could hear somewhere in the

distance), then there had been the ball of burning oil that had landed on him. He wondered, starting

to panic a little, just how bad those burns had been. Reaching tentatively around with his good arm,

he stroked the skin on his bare right shoulder. There was no immediate pain, and everything felt

normal. That was good. He began to run his fingertips slowly down the length of his arm, pausing

every few seconds to probe the surrounding flesh. Just above the elbow he started to feel blisters,



causing him to wince with pain and withdraw the hand momentarily. After a deep breath he

continued, trying his best to ignore the worsening sting as his fingers brushed the tender area. On

the joint of the elbow he felt something hard and callused. Only those weren't calluses covering his

skin. The worst of the burn seemed to end midway down his forearm, and his right hand appeared

completely (thank God) undamaged. 

  Satisfied that his injuries weren't immediately life threatening (although there was a damn good

chance they could be if something got infected all the way out here in the desert), John lay carefully

back down in the sand, making sure to keep his elbow as rigid as possible. The next job was to do

something about his eyes. They stung like a bitch, but the sun's glow (daytime?) still produced a

dim red effect when he looked directly at it. He couldn't have been completely blinded then, but this

thought provided small comfort. 

  When John had been ten his friend Jerry had once pushed him into an industrial dumpster when

the two of them were fooling around one evening in mid-June, he'd wound up with a scratched lens

in one his eyes, and had to wear a pair of blinkers for two weeks while it healed. Even though he'd

still had one good eye, any movement from the other would drag the scratched lens around under its

lid, so on went the blinkers to keep his eyes from wandering.

  That had felt worse than the sand. But John knew if this was anything like half as bad as the

scratch had been he wouldn't be able to see for days without risking permanent damage. In the wake

of this reminiscence, another thought struck him; what if there was no one else left here? Even if a

rescue operation was mounted, he'd die of dehydration long before they got here without the use of

his eyes. That got him moving again. Fighting the pain (which now resembled a handful of broken

glass being ground into his face) he rubbed away the crusts of sand over both eyes, and began to

peel one open with his thumb and forefinger.

  At first he thought, with a sickening lurch of his stomach, that his fears had been confirmed, that

he really had damaged his vision beyond repair. It was like trying to stare through a murky

swimming pool, complete with the sting of chlorine. Colours swam and rippled, but a red tint

overshadowed most of them, rendering anything that might have been an object unrecognisable. His

hope fading, he reached for his other eye and repeated the excruciating process. This time there was

no red tint, and John thought he could make out something of his surroundings. There was the

desert sure enough, and a tangled, insectile mass of black that he assumed must be the remains of

the refinery. Flickering patches of orange told him the fires had yet to die down in some places, but

those were small and distant. Unable to bear the stinging any more, he snapped the eye closed

again, then, thinking better of it, began blinking furiously, encouraging a trickle of tears to wash

away the rest of the sand. This hurt more than anything so far, and a few seconds of the punishing

regimen was all he could stand. It was enough though, and the tears began to trickle mercifully from

the corners of his eyes, a product of John's pain more than anything. A sense of overwhelming

exhaustion flooded over him, and for the second time that day, John slipped into unconsciousness.

He was awoken some hours later by another explosion, and a scream.

II

Lewis Bentham had worked much the same job as his colleague John Sterling. Although the two of

them weren't exactly close acquaintances, they had at least stopped in passing to drop a casual Good

Morning or See You Tomorrow from time to time. Working out in the refinery hadn't been so much

a career choice for Lewis as a matter of pure interest. He was fascinated by technology, old and new

alike (and these days you were lucky to see any at all unless you worked in a demanding job like the

one he filled), so when he'd seen the plant go up in flames as he drove in for the night shift his first

thought had been what a waste. Not a waste of life. No, he didn't even consider that for a good

minute. After all, the people burning and screaming inside the collapsing hunk of machinery were

out of sight and out of earshot. 

  The colossal inferno that reared up before him was very much real, very much right now. The next



logical step for Lewis was to put his foot down on the accelerator and see if there was anything he

could do to help before it was too late (these thoughts extended primarily to salvage rather than

salvation, but that was just the way he thought about most things). The big explosions continued for

ten minutes or so, accompanied by a spectacular fireworks display from the main pipeline as it bled

fire into the night sky. How the approaching man ended up as unconscious as John Sterling for the

next few hours was due to a series of events similar to those that befell his contemporary shortly

after the initial explosion. Lewis guessed he was a couple of minutes away from reaching the main

gate when he felt the earth physically shift beneath him, this was followed by a tremendous popping

bang off to his right, and a sheet of burning oil spilled across the road mere feet from his truck.

Only by slamming on the breaks and yanking the wheel furiously to his left was he able to keep the

vehicle from ploughing through the rapidly growing wall of fire. The seconds seemed to tick by

very slowly as the truck slid off the road, tilted, seemed to be righting itself, then bounced and

careened over onto it's left side. Lewis, not wearing a seatbelt, saw the desert rise up to press against

the driver's window, saw the glass crack as it met his forehead, and then saw nothing.

Dawn was just beginning to break as he regained consciousness, bathing the plant in a sarcastic

orange glow as the sun slipped up over the horizon... only that wasn't all sunlight, there didn't need

to be sunlight to illuminate this picture.

  Lewis let out a short groan, and pulled his left arm out from underneath him. It had gone to sleep

on him during the night, and he allowed a few minutes for the circulation to come back before

examining his head injury -  there was blood on the window, but not much. It turned out there were

two shallow cuts and a lump, accompanied by a headache much milder than the one he'd been

expecting. Satisfied he was all right, Lewis crawled into a more upright position and reached for the

passenger door of the overturned truck. It was jammed, but the window slid down easily enough.

Lewis grabbed the edges, put his foot on the steering wheel and heaved himself out.

Standing on top of the vehicle he could see the shell of the refinery sending up huge plumes of

black smoke into the (now surprisingly cloudless) sky. It didn't really look like the place had burned

down, at least not in the way you'd expect. The main facility was still recognisable, but now sported

a huge jagged hole in the closest corner of the building. Anything taller than about fifty feet was

gone, either toppled in the case of some of the towers, or collapsed in on itself. The pipelines (one

of which it seemed had been responsible for the spillage that had forced Lewis off the road) were

notable only by the collection of debris that littered the scorch marks where they had once run. All

about the desert could be seen cancerous dark splotches, telling their own grim tale of the flames

that had managed to burn themselves out. The remnants of that blaze were now confined to a few

bonfire-sized conflagrations around the main facility, which was now smeared all over with pitch-

black soot marks.

  Lewis ran a hand over his balding scalp, found it slick with perspiration, and began wondering

what the temperature would be like inside the baking steel ruin ahead of him. It was still early

morning, and even that was bringing on a sweat. The coming day wasn't going to be a lot of fun,

especially not if it involved the kind of hard work he envisioned.

The refinery hadn't looked all that far away, but then again, it was hard to miss the only structure

(and a large one at that) in the middle of an otherwise unremarkably flat expanse. Lewis

remembered thinking it would only take him a couple of minutes to get there the night before, but

that had been driving flat out in a well-tuned vehicle. Only when he had crossed over half the

distance did he stop to consider his abandoned ride. He could head back, try and roll it upright. That

way he could still cover the distance and not lose much time overall... but the truck would weigh a

fair bit, and Lewis wasn't exactly a world-class athlete. Twenty years ago he might have been, but

for a guy pushing fifty that truck was more likely to give him a premature heart attack than get him

out of here. An unsettling thought struck him. What if there were no other vehicles left in the

refinery? He couldn't imagine anything surviving the inferno of the previous night. If he'd managed

to trash the only means of transport for a hundred miles and couldn't fix it... well, he wasn't going to



think about that. Not yet at least, no point in losing sleep over what might not be.

Lewis made the refinery's main gate by what he judged to be around nine o'clock. It had been hard

going in the rising heat, and he'd had to negotiate a couple of burned out areas that still radiated

intense warmth, holding a sinister orange glow in their ashes. Even the black craters that looked as

cool as the sand around them held him up a little. Lewis reasoned with himself that he might put a

foot through a lump of the filthy desert-glass and end up bleeding to death from a bad cut if he tried

crossing those areas. But he was a rational man, and knew all too well that this kind of glass wasn't

like the stuff you got in windows. Truth be told he was scared. Scared by how unnatural those

things looked. If he tried walking over one he might slip into the dark sand and be swallowed up by

the desert. The devastation left by the fire wasn't just unsightly, it was evil.

  Perhaps the irrationality of his own thoughts was what scared Lewis the most. But he walked

around those craters.

He stood at the main gate, panting. The sun was well up by now, and he could feel the heat

radiating from the buildings that stood just beyond the gate. He'd have to find some shade. That at

least would take the temperature down a notch, although nothing in this place was likely to cool

down for at least another day. At this precise moment, unbeknownst to Lewis, John Sterling was

waking up to his new world of pain on the other side of the ruins. After taking a minute to catch his

breath Lewis moved around the barrier, trying not to look at the smouldering guard box – and

whoever might still be inside it – as he passed. Rounding the corner of the main facility did little

more than give him a new angle on what he'd already come to expect. Everything here was like

everything there. A bizarre carnival of shattered machinery and charred buildings, a large fire still

raged on this side of the refinery, made visible by yet another tear in the side of the main facility.

The only new feature was the line of cars and trucks – about ten of them in all – still parked in front

of the building from the night before. It surprised him that none of them had blown up, or even

moved very far - only a single pickup at the far end was overturned - but then again, he thought,

things weren't always like they were in the movies. Scattered around the shells of the vehicles were

a number of contorted heaps. He inhaled and caught a meaty scent in the air. He knew what those

misshapen horrors were. It was all Lewis could do not to vomit. Most of them had died on the way

to their cars.

  Giving the parking area a wide berth, he made his way to the opposite end of the main facility. The

building was still far too dangerous to enter, but he was hoping there might be a few less damaged

areas across the way and – hope against hope – a serviceable vehicle. Picking his way through the

wreckage became more and more difficult as time passed. There were more scattered lumps of

metal than seemed possible, at times it was like walking through a junkyard, and more than once he

had to stop and pick his way over a small heap of garbage while trying desperately not to

overbalance and land on the whole jagged mess. He stopped a few times to investigate doorways

that looked safe enough, but after finding nothing more than machinery and furniture smashed and

charred beyond repair (and on one occasion – the last, incidentally – a pair of steaming corpses) he

gave up searching for anything of value. Still, this kept him occupied for the best part of two hours,

most of it spent navigating the veritable minefield of shrapnel outside. Eventually he came to the

end of the main facility, unscathed save for a few barely noticeable cuts on his legs and hands.

Ahead of him stood the wreckage of a pipeline to the left, and some smaller outbuildings to the

right. What caught his eye though was a flatbed truck parked directly ahead of him, almost at the

thin chainlink fence that marked the end of the complex on this side. Lewis' initial enthusiasm for

the task of finding potential salvage (and survivors, he reminded himself) had steadily waned over

the course of the day, and with the sun nearing its zenith, the prospect of finding things that

probably weren't there was looking less appealing than ever. His clothes were soaked through with

sweat and smeared with grime, all he really wanted now was to get out of this worthless place, find

a drink, a meal and a good shower. 

  Yes, that truck was looking very appealing indeed.



As he closed the distance Lewis began to feel a sense of growing unease. He thought he could see a

figure sitting in the driver's seat, and that figure didn't look as charred as all the others he'd

encountered so far. As he drew closer his suspicions were confirmed. A bald fellow in a green shirt

was slumped back in the seat. He might have been asleep for all anyone knew, but even from this

distance Lewis could tell his chest wasn't rising and falling like that of a sleeping man.

  I'm going to have to touch him he thought. I'm going to actually have to pick up the bastard and

lug him out of the seat. 

  Up until now he'd been able to keep a degree of detachment in his mind about the corpses littering

the facility. But the prospect of seeing one up close – too close – might put and end to all that. It

was, he reflected, like walking past a quiet cemetery in the dead of night. You didn't really give it a

second thought as long as you were walking on the other side of the wall, it was just another part of

the scenery. But at the same time, if you did spare it a thought you often found yourself feeling glad

that you didn't have to go into that cemetery. Didn't have to walk it's lonely aisle with no-one there

to hold your hand. Amongst the dead. 

  If he had to get up close and personal with the occupant of the truck, Lewis didn't think he'd be

able to keep his cool about the rest of the cadavers in this place. He was at the door now, staring in

at the face of a young man with a shaved head and glassy eyes. Blood leaked from one ear. He

shuddered and steeled himself for what was to come. Swinging the door open, most of that steel

shattered immediately. The man, while relatively unscathed at first glance, appeared very clearly

dead once you saw his lower half. Burns covered his legs all the way up to the waist, the shins were

peeled and red, shining with fresh blood. Lewis looked down and noticed for the first time the black

scabs stuck to the concrete leading back from the door. The guy had crawled here, tearing the skin

from his legs as he went. His lower torso was a mess of ash and charcoal. Lewis couldn't tell

whether that had been his shirt or not, but there was no blood seeping from the cracks here.

Knowing he'd lose his nerve if he stood there much longer, he thrust his arms awkwardly under

those of the dead driver, heaving him back out of the seat in the process. He let out a cry as the

man's flaccid limbs flopped up and out of his grasp, seemed to feel the weight of the body shift in

that last moment, and jumped back as the corpse collapsed to the ground. This time he couldn't help

himself. Lewis turned and hurled out a stream of vomit in a gagging cough, his eyes screwed shut.

As he'd moved the guy out of his seat the flesh around his pelvis had just slid off the bone. The

black stuff coating it had cracked on the concrete and let loose a spill of grotesque red soup, along

with the stench of the freshly dead. Falling to his knees, he began panting just as another stream of

vomit came up. Sobbing and at the brink of hysteria, it was all Lewis could do not to lose it

completely as he felt something wet and sticky seep around his knees from behind. He half jumped,

half scuttled away from the spreading pool of blood, only to slip in his own puke and crash

painfully to the ground. That was when he snapped his eyes open, saw the shattered carcass lying at

the side of the truck, the pool of blood mixed with vomit, and finally the explosion that flashed

suddenly from the ground not twenty feet in front of him.

  Lewis Bentham opened his mouth, filled his lungs and let out a terrified scream.

Next to a dune just outside of the car park John Sterling awoke.

III

Lewis imagined he'd fainted at that point. He couldn't consciously remember it, but suddenly the

flames were gone, and the sticky warmth of yesterdays lunch had soaked deep into his jacket.

  Fucking dry cleaner'll take me to... the dry cleaners. Haha.

  He allowed his incoherent thoughts to drift away, and sat back up. There was a wisp of smoke still

teasing the asphalt where the flames had come from, and a hole which might or might not have been

there a minute ago. It had most likely been a spark in one of the underground pipes.

  Lewis' sobering bout of unconsciousness had left him in a strangely blank state of mind. His



previous hysteria seemed like a distant memory, and even the fragmented corpse in front of him

evoked little more than a passing curiosity. He remembered the importance of the truck - which

nonetheless didn't seem half as vital as it had five minutes ago – and grabbed the side to haul

himself up. There was a moment of unsettling dizziness, then he found his feet and cantered over to

the open door. This time he noticed the waft of burning meat, a smell Lewis had always found quite

pleasant himself. A more introspective man might have balked at the odour, especially if, like

Lewis, they knew all too well where it was coming from. But instead he took a deep breath,

savouring the tang of charcoal even while he coughed as the smell invaded his sinuses. He couldn't

believe he'd freaked out over a mere corpse.

The sounds must have been close enough to wake him, but after ten minutes of stumbling blindly

toward their source, John Sterling was starting to wonder. He had awoken with a headache, and

quite a bad one at that. The rest of his body felt much the same, but so far as he could tell there

wasn't anything stopping him from investigating the scream. At first he half-crawled, half-shuffled,

setting a cautious pace. He was still a little afraid to open his eyes, even though he could clearly

make out the red glare of the sun as it filtered through his eyelids. It didn't help matters that his

mouth felt like a mile of bad road, and just as dry to boot. The last in a long list of reasons for why

he had to get moving as quickly as possible. 

  When his hand closed on something smooth, he stopped. His first thought was that it was glass,

more detritus from the explosion - and it wasn't that he thought it was glass, but the realisation that

there could be glass littering the path between where he was now and the source of the scream that

made him stop. Slowly, reluctantly, he realised those eyes needed to be opened sometime. If he

didn't grit his teeth now he could end up putting a lump of shrapnel through his hand, or worse.

His lids were glued shut again, but this time John managed to open them normally despite the

lingering pain. A few loose grains of sand rolled around under his eyelids, but there was otherwise

no huge discomfort as his eyes opened... and to his amazement, he found that he could see.

Everything was blurry, but there were definitely recognisable shapes amongst all that. In front of

him was the facility, which didn't look all that different than it had before, (although, he reflected,

he could hardly trust his eyes to make clear distinctions between anything much at the moment) but

it was the nearby parking lot that grabbed his attention. A long vehicle was parked about twenty feet

ahead, probably a truck or one of the tankers, and something was casting a shadow out from behind

it, a shadow that looked like it was moving. If he hadn't heard the scream earlier on John would

have said it was just his eyes playing tricks on him, as they undoubtedly would do for the duration

of the near future, but if there was any chance of there being other survivors, he sure as hell wasn't

going to pass it up. He opened his mouth and said:

  “Is anyone there?” 

  Or, that was what he tried to say. What came out couldn't even rightly be considered an audible

sound. His throat had closed up overnight, breaths came in rattling gasps. It was no wonder he

couldn't form so much as a single word.

  Lowering his head, he closed his mouth and began to work his tongue around, trying to squeeze a

drop of saliva out of his parched glands. Unlike his eyes, John's mouth refused to return to Business

As Usual, even after several minutes of labouring at it. Not to be defeated, he tried calling out again.

  “Uuuh...” 

  It was hardly even a groan.

Had he lived in “mainstream” society, as opposed to out here in the deserts, Lewis was convinced

some shrink would have diagnosed him with bi-polar disorder or schizophrenia or any number of

other mental conditions by now. They might have had a point, but those money-grabbing fuckers in

clin. psych were all just like lawyers for your mind, they'd always find something wrong to charge

you a little extra for, regardless of the necessity. If they could get you on medication, whether it was

needed or not, they had themselves a nice little gold mine for the next few years. But Lewis didn't

think he was really insane. Not really. He just overreacted to some things and let the emotion run



away with itself. Like with the corpse a few minutes ago. Like now, with the thing that looked like a

corpse pawing it's way sluggishly over the asphalt towards him, flopping this way and that and

sliding it's mouth open and shut like a fish out of water. It made him jump, almost out of the seat in

fact, then he regrouped and started frantically searching the truck for something, the keys perhaps,

or maybe a gun or a baseball bat - something that would make short work of the zombie-creature if

it tried to get him.

  He heard a thump on the passenger door. His hand flew to the handle and popped the lock, then he

kicked the door open into the face of whatever was coming for him. It groaned as the door bounced

off its skull, and he caught a glimpse of the figure falling back before the door swung closed once

more. 

  Although up close it had looked much more human to him... and that bit of rational thought held

him back long enough to stop him jumping out of the truck and stamping the head of the zombie-

thing into the ground while he still had a chance. Sliding over into the passenger seat, peering out of

the window, he saw the Thing groping it's way around in a daze. But it wasn't a thing – it was a

man. Lewis could see that now; it was a half-naked, bleeding, and badly burned man. He

contemplated jumping out of the truck and dashing the fellow's brains out on the asphalt anyway,

just to save time and avoid complications. Then again, if this guy wasn't too badly hurt (it seemed

unlikely) he might be worth helping. Lewis didn't want a stinking corpse sitting next to him during

the long drive back home, nor did he want a stinking soon-to-be corpse chatting with him about the

weather; what he wanted was to just get out of here with as little hassle as possible. His cadaverous

friend offered a pathetic, whistling whimper.

  “Ah shit...” he muttered. “Hey, sorry about the door pal, you all right?”

  The Thing rolled its eyes up to stare at him, waved a hand and made a gagging sound.

  “What's the matter? You can't talk?” It jerked it's head up and down, then made a bottle-tipping

gesture in front of its mouth.

  “Oh, throat dried up? I'll see what I can do.” Lewis said, glancing around the truck for a canteen or

flask. There was a plastic bottle on the floor, but the liquid inside was tinted a clear purple colour.

Probably not the kind of drink the Thing was after. Popping the glove box open, he spied a military-

style plastic flask hiding away at the back, the kind of cheap imitation you'd find in a survival store.

This time he couldn't see what the sloshing substance inside was, but after a tentative sniff and sip

he deduced that it was something resembling water.

  “Here, try this,” he said, tossing the bottle out the passenger window. “Forgive me if I don't rush

out and shake your hand, but y'know...” his sentence trailed off. The Thing groped for the flask,

and, after a moment of fumbling with one hand (his other set of digits were a mess of soot and

blisters, progressing up his arm into something altogether less pleasant) managed to open the lid

and tip the contents into his gaping mouth. Lewis watched with his morbid curiosity. It was like a

sci-fi show where the survivor of a nuclear holocaust was crawling out of the blast zone, scarred

and mutated by the radiation, although this fellow didn't look like he'd be turning into one of the X-

Men any time soon.

  The Thing swallowed, swished, gargled, spat and finally tipped what little water was left over his

face, just like the hero of any survival picture. The drink seemed to instil a new lease of life in him.

His face was clear of the muck, his breathing clear and strong, and his joints seeming to work much

more readily than before. He slumped back into a casual sitting position and spoke.

  “Yu-” he was interrupted momentarily by a spluttering cough. “Ahh, you don't know how much I

needed that.”

  Lewis, still peering through the passenger window, thought he really did know how much the guy

had needed it – the swig of water had transformed him from a living corpse into something almost

recognisable as a human being.

  “I guess you needed it pretty bad,” he said. “You didn't look so hot back there.”

  The man grinned, rubbing his forehead.

  “Yeah, I guess I'd have hoofed a door into my own face if I could see me right now. Still, no hard

feelings though, I'm just glad to find someone's still alive.”



  You'd be singing a different tune, Lewis thought. If you knew what else I'd wanted to do to you. He

smiled back.

  “Well we're two of a kind then. I'm Lewis, just so you know.”

  The man nodded. “Yeah, I know you. Maintenance admin right?”

  “That's me, how about yourself?”

  “John Sterling, I worked cleaning out sections of the machinery.”

  Realisation struck Lewis. Was this guy really the quiet, mild-mannered worker he'd known before?

Before. That sounded so final. He didn't like such thoughts floating around at a time like this.

  “Oh yeah,” he said. “Didn't recognise you, obvious reasons.”

  John grinned at that. Lewis wasn't aware he'd made any kind of joke. This didn't seem like a joking

situation. “Listen, I don't want to hang around here for much longer. This truck looks like the only

way we'll be getting home, so if you want a ride I'd hop in.”

  “But what about this place?” John had turned serious. “Aren't there any other people still around?

What about the equipment, if this place goes to shit we'll both be out of a job.”

  Lewis shook his head.

  “Too late for that, I've checked. People, machinery, equipment, all up in smoke. I hate to say it but

we're going to have to seek employment elsewhere my friend.”

  “Oh...” John looked over at the smouldering refinery. “I can't see too well, that's the thing. Sand in

the eyes, I should be all right though.”

  Like I care. Lewis thought.

  “Look just get in, there's nothing to be done here. If we waste time with anything else we might

not be able to get back before dark, and you know how they get when people drive in after curfew.”

  “Yeah yeah I know,” was that impatience Lewis heard in his voice? Mr. Sterling here didn't seem

the type to be short with people, although given the situation he couldn't really be blamed. Lewis

sometimes forgot that not everyone could be as detached as he was. So people had died, happens all

the time. Some had been friends, true, but you could always make new friends. You could always

find new jobs. As long as number one was still alive and kicking then, well, the world still had

something to offer in his book. John climbed up into the cab with relative ease, Lewis didn't offer

him a hand, but the guy seemed not to mind.

  “Off we go then.”

  He turned the keys in the ignition, conveniently left there by the truck's former owner. 

  Nothing happened. He tried again, waiting for the engine to start struggling. But it didn't. The

sound of the keys clicking seemed very ominous now. He'd half expected the engine not to start, for

the tank to be empty or something, but for there to be no sound whatsoever? That chilled him.

  “What's wrong?” John ventured.

  “Don't ask me I'm not a fucking mechanic,”

  Lewis tried the keys again, but by now it was obvious that this beast wasn't going anywhere fast.

He turned to John. “You know anything about cars?”

  “Never driven.”

  Had Lewis taken the time to look under the hood of his own company truck from time to time he'd

have had at least some idea about the role of a car battery, but he'd only been driving himself for a

few months, and topping up with fuel was about the extent of his knowledge when it came to

automobile maintenance. He opened the door and stepped out, skirting the corpse that still lay there

on the asphalt. Popping the hood seemed like the next logical step, although that was about as far as

logic went when it came to Lewis and cars. Checking for broken pipes and cables was about all he

could manage.

  “Come and take a look,” he called to John, who this time managed a shuffling limp around to the

front of the vehicle. “Can you make any sense of it?”

  John shook his head. “I told you, never driven a car in my life.”

  “Then at least help me check all this shit out, see if anything looks broken or leaking, I don't know

maybe we'll find something.”

  John complied, but not without an audible sigh.



  Fuck you then, Lewis thought. At least I'm trying something.

  But after a couple of minutes it became painfully obvious that trying was going to get them

nowhere. Nothing looked broken, but without pulling the whole mess apart piece by piece he knew

they could never be sure, and the idea of performing a complete engine refit was completely out of

the question.

  It was John who voiced his thoughts first.

  “This is hopeless. Even if we found something, how would we fix it?”

  Although it pissed him off, even panicked him a little, Lewis had to agree.

  “Yeah,” he said. “I know, but what else can we do?”

  “Well, aren't there other cars?”

  Lewis shook his head.

  “Already checked, the others aren't even worth looking at. I guess we're fucked. Royally.”

  He slumped down the front of the truck, now turning his thoughts to alternative means of survival,

if there were any.

  “What now then?” John asked, bending down to join him with obvious discomfort.

  “I don't know, sit here and die? No more shifts coming in for the next three weeks, no line to the

town... I suppose we could try and find the water pump and sit it out, but that thing's probably less

use than this piece of shit by now.” he slammed a hand half-heartedly against the truck. 

  They sat there in silence. Each man contemplating survival, or, more accurately, the grim

alternative.

  For both of them it was the first time they had really had to spare a thought to the fact that they

might not be survivors at all, just another pair of unlucky victims in a coroners report. Death by

dehydration.

  The sun rose higher in the sky.

IV

  “What d'you want to do?”

  “Don't know.” Lewis replied. He was an interesting fellow. Lewis that is. If there was one person

John would have expected to die in the explosion it was this guy. He was about ten, perhaps fifteen

years older, balding in middle age. That pretty much summed up Lewis. Balding. 

  John didn't think the guy was losing his marbles – not yet at least – but there was something

strange about this man and the way he acted, especially under pressure. That erratic touch, coupled

with his declining (balding) general health made him a prime candidate for the grim reaper's short

list. Yet here he was, alive and well, with barely a mark to show for last night's inferno.

  “I'm going to have a look around, I need something to put on this arm.”

  “Hurt much?” Lewis' tone was one of detached interest.

  “What do you think?” John replied. “It's not as bad as it was if you must know, just so long as I

don't move it too much.” In the time the two of them had spent sitting in front of the truck John had

busied himself making a rough sling from the leg of his torn trousers, it wasn't more than a loop of

cloth, but fashioning it in his uni dexterous state had occupied the best part of... however long they

had sat there.

  “Well good luck,” Lewis said. “I didn't see any medical supplies.” Matter-of-fact.

  John stretched his good arm and rose slowly to his feet, ever mindful of the deep pains that had

taken up residence throughout his body. On the plus side, he could see pretty well now. He

rationalised that it must have been sand and tears, and perhaps a little blood from a cut on his

temple that had been responsible for the horrible view of the world he'd been treated to that

morning. Things still had a distinctly swimming-pool shimmer to them, but he could at least see

well enough to navigate the ruins of the refinery.

  “See you in a bit then.”

  Lewis only nodded, his eyes now closed.

By now it was almost midday, and the sun had been teasing drops of sweat out of John's pores for



the past hour. It didn't help that most of the refinery's tall, shading structures had been cut away by

the fire. Lewis seemed to have the right idea, staying put in the relatively cool spot by the truck, but

that was a luxury John couldn't afford right now. His arm was beginning to burn again, only it

wasn't just the pain this time; a slightly cold, almost tingling sensation had been spreading from his

fingertips, and he'd begun to worry that the damage might be more than skin-deep. There wasn't

much chance of finding any medical manuals or textbooks in the wreckage, but there might at least

be some painkillers and disinfectant. That way even if the worst came to the worst and he did lose

his arm, at the very least he wouldn't have to put up with the agony of an un-medicated field

amputation. Other thoughts had crossed his mind, particularly the ones relating to how he'd put

those drugs to use if he found himself facing a slow death in the desert with no chance of rescue.

Dark thoughts, but not ones he was ready to listen to. Lewis was more the type to consider those

alternatives. John would have to keep the drugs away from him, if he even found any.

  The obvious place to start looking was the sickbay, situated just off the end of the long barracks-

style residential building where workers had come to eat, sleep, down a few brews and generally

unwind at the end of each shift. It was a good bet that some of the supplies there would have

survived, the sickbay was farther away from the refinery than most buildings, and most of the

flames clinging to that area had already died down.

  John made his way carefully through the maze of debris Lewis had navigated some time earlier,

always painfully aware that a bad fall could open up the scorched flesh on his arm, sending him into

yet another not-so-new world of pain. He tried to keep up a brisk pace, knowing that every minute

was precious in his current situation, but progress was bound to be slow, as he soon found out. Even

with the aid of an improvised walking stick in the form of a thin metal girder, it still took what

seemed like an hour for John to skirt around the residential building. He didn't dare take the inside

route.

The sickbay turned out to be in much worse shape than he had hoped. Apparently the fire had

spread to a collection of cylinders, now torn shells of blackened metal, presumably containing

pressurised oxygen, that had put paid to any of the serviceable medical equipment in the room when

they exploded. The cabinets were gutted, bottles of pills had melted, glass bottles were filled with a

mess of burnt plastic that had once been the lids, and anything else he might have found useful had

either been reduced to ash or deformed beyond recognition. Then he saw the Chest of Wonders.

  The Chest of Wonders, as it had been referred to by Doc Hendrix and several of his less

discriminating patients, was a steel cabinet set into the wall at ground level, about a foot across and

three feet high, with a single keyhole set into the front. This little cache was home to all of the hard

stuff, meaning anything that could either kill you or get you high in the right dosage. Hendrix (who

John was thankful to see had not been in sickbay at the time of the explosion) had granted special

access to this cabinet for those who brought stuff in for him. Seeing as how doctors were hard to

come by in this part of the country – let alone ones willing to work for days on end in an underpaid

job at the refinery – Hendrix hadn't had much free time away from work. The flipside to this had

been that he was granted free access to virtually any of drugs he wanted. All company paid for, all

very above board. With this bargaining chip safely in his pocket, the good doctor could extort all

kinds of favours from his patients, often including money, booze, and on a few occasions women

from the town. He hadn't been corrupt, all of that had just been a perk of the job. Only this time it

wasn't a nice high of ketamine or LSD John wanted, in a perverse twist, he might well need

whatever was in the cabinet to survive. Or at least go out on a high.

A fly landed on his nose. He'd been having a nice dream about having a hot bath with a butler on

hand serving him a three-course meal. The lumps of steak and pie and fish had all been bobbing

about in the bath with him, in the abstract way things tend to do in dreams, but that hadn't detracted

from their succulent taste one bit. He batted the fly away.

  Where was John now? Still off searching for medicine? He wasn't a bad sort, Lewis reflected. A

bit zoned out, especially now, but there were worse people he could think of to spend his last few



days with. His thoughts meandered in a pleasant doze for a while. The fly landed again.

  He dislodged it with a sharp puff from his mouth, muttering dire warnings to the insect as it peeled

away into the noon air. He couldn't drop off again now. That fly had come back for seconds, and the

little bastard would probably invade Lewis' face a third time once he was just getting ready to slip

back into that bath with its gourmet trappings off in dreamland. With a sigh he opened his eyes and

gazed out across the desert. And there he saw his truck. A good few miles off, a small black dot

standing out against the sand. Had he not instinctively know what it was he wouldn't have paid it a

passing thought – but the more he stared at it the more sure he became. The location, the distance,

even the shape were all right. He could easily reach it before dark, and even get back if he needed

to. There was water, and a little food stashed under the driver's seat, plus all manner of useful

survival equipment the company had left in there just in case of emergency. Lewis hadn't really

bothered with any of it before, but then no situation in his life up until now had defined

“emergency” quite as perfectly as this one. 

  He stretched, rubbed his eyes, and looked around for John. He was nowhere in sight.

  Let's consider my options; I can sit here and wait for him to get back - if he hasn't tripped over a

chunk of rubble and broken his neck of course – which'll probably take ages, I can go and look for

him, which could take just as long, or I can head off on my own and get things done right. What a

terrible conundrum.

  “JOHN,” He yelled. No immediate response. “JOHN, I'M GOING TO TRY AND GO GET MY

TRUCK, IT'S IN THE DESERT.” Still nothing. “...I'LL BE A FEW HOURS.”

  Having become accustomed to the shade, the heat of the sun hit Lewis much harder than he'd been

expecting. Just scaling the short fence at the edge of the car park opened his sweat glands like sluice

gates once more, and the realisation that this was going to be a long, sticky and altogether

unpleasant afternoon began to sink in. 

  And so the walking began. At first it was relatively easy going, most of the ground around the

refinery being fairly solid underfoot, more of a gritty soil than anything else, but that soon gave way

to shifting footfalls that slowly filled Lewis' boots with sand, creeping into his socks to rub against

irritated flesh. After what seemed like an hour of this a sudden thought occurred to him; the road.

Lewis actually kicked himself, hard, causing him to fall to his knees, already laughing at how stupid

he'd been. The road gave him a perfect walking surface, leading almost all the way to his

destination, and it must only be a couple of minutes walk off to his left. It wasn't really visible

unless you were already on it, due to the constantly blowing sands, and he reasoned that this,

coupled with the brain-sapping heat, must have been what caused him to overlook it in the first

place. Sure enough after mere moments he made out the flat strip of dusty asphalt stretching away

into the distance, the outline of his truck lying off to the side somewhere up ahead.

  The discovery of the road gave Lewis his second wind, and for a good mile or two he felt like he

was walking on air compared to the previous slog. Ultimately though, the heat began to get the

better of him once more. Breathing became difficult, hot air mixing with the odour of sweat, vomit,

and whatever other ghastly residue his overalls had picked up over the course of the day. He

stopped and, after contemplating for a moment, began to strip off the soiled garments. All they were

doing at this point was weighing him down, stinking, rubbing, and upping the already unbearable

temperature. There were fresh clothes in the back of the truck, his off-duty casuals. He could lend

some to John as well, if he decided to go back for him. The guy was pretty useless in his current

state after all, so leaving him to die was an excusable course of action. Lewis reflected that it might

have been a good idea to wait for John after all. He'd considered rolling the truck – if it still started

of course – a lost cause only a few hours ago, and even his partially crippled friend would be more

help than nothing at all. Can't be helped, can't be helped, he thought. We'll just have to cross that

bridge when we come to it.

  He continued on along the road, his last chance at salvation growing closer with every step.

John's heart sank as the cabinet door finally swung open. He'd endured rooting his way through

smouldering, collapsing rooms and meticulously searching hideously deformed cadavers in the



surrounding area, in the hope that one would provide the key to the Chest of Wonders – a key Doc

Hendrix had always kept about his person. In the end he'd found it attached a steel fob punched with

the name of the doctor. It had been falling out of a corpse who'd fused into his clothes.

Unfortunately, as was the case with the rest of the sickbay, the manufacturers of the Chest hadn't

invested much in protection from fire damage, quite the opposite in fact; the box seemed to have

acted as a giant steel oven, superheating the contents into a sluggish goo that now dripped in dirty

strands from the shelves, roasted nuggets of carbon still clinging forlornly to the wire grills. John

slumped to the ground, wallowing in an overwhelming sense of disappointment. He felt sick.

The passenger door was still jammed. Surprisingly. This time however Lewis was able to get some

leverage by standing with one foot on either side of the door and yanking the handle and frame

upward with all his might, with a squeak of metal the lock popped free from whatever had been

holding it closed.

  If the heat outside was unbearable, then the temperature inside the simmering truck was

comparable to an annex of Hell. It would all be worth it though, even if the thing didn't start, there

were still the supplies. Underneath each of the twin seats was a larger-than-usual storage space,

roughly wide enough to house a small suitcase if you pushed it all the way back. One of these was

occupied by Lewis' belongings, the other a bleached plastic box. It was the latter that Lewis went

for first, lowering himself down to stand on the cracked driver's window and pulling the container

carefully out, before doing the same with the other and sliding them out on to the side (top?) of the

vehicle. Now, it was time to go for the crunch. The keys still hung in the ignition, sparkling

hopefully in a ray of afternoon sun. Lewis took a tentative breath, turned them. The engine whined,

chattered, and suddenly erupted with a terrible roar, dying almost immediately into a series of

painful clattering noises. Instead of dramatic bang or minor explosion however, the final curtain

came as the engine grew steadily quieter and quieter, petering out with a barely audible click. After

that the keys no longer worked.

V

Supposedly, life is a bitch. Then you die.

  Thirty two years ago, in the archaic suburbia of State 13, Harold and Stephanie Sterling hit a rather

large stumbling block along the path of their American Dream. It's name was John, their unplanned

little bundle of “joy”. Harold had been progressing steadily up the chain of command in his building

firm, but even that relatively lucrative source of income hadn't been enough to support a family of

three and pay the substantial housing fees and subsequent taxes all at the same time. The plan had

been to stay in work for a few years longer, at least until the residual chaos dominating the

developed world  had begun to sort itself out. Harold's position in what was currently one of the

most demanded professions in the country, coupled with his wife's job as a school teacher, meant

that by the time they were ready to settle down and have a family they would be sitting on a pile of

cash big enough to cater for all the demands a litter of children could ever bring. Had they lived

fifty years earlier, in times when concepts like maternity leave, child daycare and public education

had still existed, they might well have rejoiced at the arrival of their son. 

  But, as we already know, they didn't. And things soon began to get very hard, very fast. With

Stephanie at home all day with the baby it fell to Harold to push himself harder and harder to make

the next promotion, a routine that until recently had been a thrilling challenge, now twisted into a

terrifying rollercoaster that threatened to spill him over the edge with every jolt, his family soon to

follow.

  Now, the important thing to bear in mind at this stage was the situation of the industry Harold

worked in. While building contractors were in huge demand, they still fought viciously over the

potential jobs cropping up each day up and down the country. Furthermore, while standard

construction workers were easy to come by, educated men like Harold - who possessed all the

technical know-how to draw up the plans and engineer the work they were doing – were

considerably harder to obtain. At least, for the first few years they were. With everyone in the same



boat up that particular creek lacking that one crucial implement, it wasn't long before get-rich-quick

schemes caught up with the times. Intensive training programs were exploding all over the business

world, catering solely for the facet of the economy that needed them, before vanishing after a

couple of years, the market milked dry of the job openings they trained people for. Without any real

form of government in place to regulate the process, employment found itself in a constant state of

flux. Suddenly there were too many workers, suddenly there were far too few. The change was

almost daily.

  It was a case of sheer bad luck that the market shifted strongly against Harold's favour at roughly

the same time his son was born. All of a sudden construction engineers were flooding in from all

around the country, and he knew that if he wanted to keep his position in the now-cut-throat world

of building, he'd have to make sure he stood a head above the rest. Nights became sleepless, plans

always had to be ready days before they were due for completion, calculations had to be checked

and triple-checked, calls had to be made to reorganise and optimise on a daily basis. Then, when

there was a chance to finally catch a few hours of rest, the baby would begin crying. It was a cruel

twist of fate that drove Harold's obsessive commitment to be his undoing. Of course, the exertion

took it's toll, mistakes were made, but somehow he managed to cling to his job over the coming

year while the stream of newly trained engineers began to trail off. The money had lasted, just. It

had had to. But now younger employees were climbing the ladder ahead of Harold, snatching the

positions that would have been his had he retained the enthusiasm they projected so effortlessly, an

enthusiasm that had been stripped from him by the past twelve months. And so the Sterling family

had settled into a bleak, unforgiving life of borderline poverty. 

  Of course, things got better as the years went by. Once John was old enough to look after himself

(an age forced upon him long before its rightful time) his mother was able to go back to work,

roughly doubling the household income thanks to the latest wave of economic turmoil sweeping the

country. This in turn secured John a place in the educational system, and the family settled into a

contented sort of routine. It wasn't ideal, and it was a long way from what they'd planned, but things

were starting to look up once more. 

  This promising new era for the Sterlings echoed that of the country around them. A loose coalition

government had begun to form amongst the state governors,  and with the lines of communication

now open many regulatory bodies began to operate nationwide, quelling the tempestuous nature of

society in as many ways as they could. The golden age lasted long enough to see John into early

adulthood, whereupon the world turned it's merciless gaze once more upon his family.

* * *

Evening, and a handful of stars sprinkled across the sky. Most of the fires had died down, the ruins

glowed sweetly under still clouds. Desert grasses stirring atop loose dunes to the south, sand

skittering over Lewis' footprints to the north. By the time he'd returned John was back at the truck,

awake, having to move to the shade as the sun rapidly shifted through it's last quarter. The return

journey had taken longer, he'd had two cases to carry this time, but was made easier by the dropping

temperature. On the way he'd had time to ponder, life, death, the universe, everything. He'd never

been superstitious, never gone to church, and certainly wasn't going to make peace with the

Almighty while he still had the chance. If anything he was only willing to put faith in a god so he'd

have someone to be pissed off at. This clearly wasn't his time. Not that he believed in any of that

fate or destiny crap, but he was clearly worth more than he was getting from this latest hand life had

dealt him. He knew he was, of course, a genius. Scientifically minded, just as he'd always been told

in his youth. Born out of his time, in an age when science couldn't be bothered with geniuses to lead

it ahead. If only someone had just given him something to work with he could-

  “What's on your mind?”

  He paused, chewing a loose fingernail.

  “My life, I suppose. I just... this isn't... ah never mind, you're probably thinking the same.”

  “Yeah, I had stuff I wanted to do too,” John's voice was faint, his skin horribly pale in the fading



light.

  “I should be able to figure a way out of this,” Lewis said. “I mean, I know I can't, but I should be

able to.”

  “Why's that then?”

  “I'm smarter than this. God, I must have read a million books on extreme survival, don't you think

I should be able to pick something out of that vast depth of knowledge to get us out of this?”

  John coughed a little as he sipped at one of the plastic water bottles Lewis had salvaged from his

truck earlier.

  “Well Lewis, want me to recap on why it is you can't do that?”

  Lewis sighed. They'd been over the few blindingly obvious obstacles that threatened their survival

countless times during the hours they'd spent together. It was a distant hope, a kind of crazy hope.

Some dwindling desperation they weren't quite ready to relinquish.

  “Go on then, one more time.”

  “We can't stay here. Lack of communication, lack of food, water, shelter, no people coming in for

weeks blah blah etcetera, long story short; we don't have the supplies to last until anyone arrives to

find out what happened. I think we've ruled out trying to get a message to anyone – unless you can

fashion a massive radio mast with all that survival know-how you're supposed to have – so our only

real option, albeit a suicidal one, is to try and get back to civilisation. As we've already deduced

however, that's well over a thousand kilometres away, which we simply won't be able to walk

without running out of water. How long did you say it took to die of dehydration again?”

  “Probably a couple of days in this heat.”

  “Right, so we might be able to travel for something like half a week if we're lucky. And the way

I'm feeling right now I won't exactly be sprinting it. Here, let me check that map.” He leaned over to

the supply box lying open next to them, it's contents overflowing across the ground. Apparently the

previous owner of Lewis' truck had thought it prudent to keep an annotated satellite photo of the

area in the emergency box, just in case anyone got lost along the completely straight and isolated

road leading from town to the refinery. There was even a tiny compass attached to the edge on a

piece of string. Upon closer inspection, the “map” image appeared to be grossly out of date, with

most of the relevant features drawn in by hand. Of these the two most prominent were large black

circles labelled “TOWN” and “REFINERY”, in the middle and lower parts of the image

respectively. John had no idea what kind of scale the map was on, but it seemed obvious that

nothing aside from the southern cliffs was in walking distance. The map's author had chosen to

label various parts of these minor landmarks with his own little abstract names, “The Looming

Wonders,” “Shale Canal,” “The Time Line,” often accompanied by small, incomprehensible

symbols.

  “Looks like this guy was a bit of an amateur cartographer,” John said.

  “Hmm, is that so.

  “Yup. Don't think much of his titles though, these aren't exactly the most inspired sounding

locations I've heard of. Half of them don't even make sense.” he tossed the map toward Lewis, the

paper folding in the air and flopping messily to the ground far short of it's intended destination.

  “Well that's nice to know. He was called Thomas Bobs by the way. The guy who had the truck

before me I mean. He was probably going senile before he died. Old fellow.” Lewis paused, staring

at the crumpled map. “Look, we've got to do something. I say we try to get up into the mountains

while we still have food and water.”

  “Ok... that could work,” John said slowly, his tone indicating the exact opposite. “Is there like,

water there?”

  “Probably somewhere. I've seen a bit of foliage up there through the telescope, so there has to be

some sort of water supply feeding it.”

  “And if there isn't?”

  “Better than staying here.” Lewis' reply bluntly silenced any more complaints.

* * *



Life is good today.

  Life was good every day when you were Chris Bentham. Every little facet of your life gave you a

different kind of fulfilment, from administrating the family business, to enjoying long lunches in the

Beachside Café, playing golf out on the fields, and at the end of it all coming home to gorgeous

Haley and sweet little Lewis. The kid had annoyed Chris slightly when he first came along, him and

his wife having expected – foolishly so - for parenting to come naturally to them, only to be

confronted with the reality that it was anything but an easy undertaking. Having kids was a rough

ride, especially when life had been such a breeze beforehand. Still, they got used to it after the first

few uncomfortable months, often assisted by an elite group of nannies paid for by the seemingly

endless family fortune, and Chris gradually grew to adore his life once again.

  While the world had been tearing itself apart during the preceding decades, the Benthams had been

fortunate enough to consolidate their assets along the relatively unscathed west coast, largely in the

newly dubbed “State One” in which they now resided. It was Chris' father who had done all the real

work, fighting hard throughout most of his adult life to keep their companies afloat and at the

forefront of each respective market, securing the future for his children. When the old man had

finally passed away from some stress-related illness Chris was all too happy to ascend to the throne.

By this point each branch of the institute had become so self-sufficient his own position was

rendered almost obsolete, there being little else to do but rake in the profits and attend unnecessary

board meetings. Still, he liked to think he was still doing something for the business, and so Chris

delighted in visiting the factories, the agencies, the offices, meeting the workers, checking over the

new projects, and frequently shaking up the structure of management. He liked to give newcomers

to the corporation a chance to shine, which often involved demoting someone else. There was no

problem with that though, when someone had made enough money for the time being there was no

harm in knocking them down a peg or two. It probably stopped them getting complacent about their

position. Chris had files on all of his subordinates in the business, his desk often occupied by

several of these as he checked on their progress since he had last met them. If they made too much

money, he docked their wages. If they were too lazy, he moved them to a more demanding position.

Enthusiastic young employees would be immediately placed in positions of great power and great

responsibility. Then, at the end of it all, he would come back to the beginning and see just how his

underlings had progressed since his last little foray into their professional lives. It was fun to have

this corporate playground, especially when it was big enough for him to make such changes that

could be the ruin of a less stable empire. Chris amused himself by playing with people. 

  And that was life. Comfort and security. Neither of his parents ever understood what they did to

make Lewis into what he became.


